Key indicators: single-crystal X-ray study; T = 295 K; mean (N-C) = 0.016 Å; disorder in main residue; R factor = 0.059; wR factor = 0.137; data-to-parameter ratio = 21.7. (Huang et al., 1996) has solvent-coordinated rare-earth cations leading to an anionic chain with a trivalent repeat unit. 
Hexamethylphosphoramide (hmp), tetrathiotungstate(VI), silver sulfide and lanthanum(III) nitrate are self-assembled to form discrete cations one-dimensional poylmeric anionic chains [AgWS 4 ] n nÀ in the title compound, {[La(NO 3 ) 2 (C 6 H 18 -N 3 OP) 4 ][AgWS 4 ]} n . The central La atom in the cation is coordinated by eight O atoms from two nitrate and four hmp ligands. Together with the two nitrate ligands, the cation is monovalent, which leads to the anionic chain having a monovalent repeat unit. The polymeric anionic chain with WÁ Á ÁAgÁ Á ÁW and AgÁ Á ÁWÁ Á ÁAg angles of 165.94 (3) and 155.894 (14) presents a distorted linear configuration. Five N atoms, 18 C atoms and their attached H atoms are disordered equally over two positions.
Related literature
The one-dimensional W/S/Ag anionic polymers {(-MePyH)- [WS 4 Ag]} n (Lang et al., 1993) and {[NH 3 C(CH 2 OH) 3 ]- [WS 4 Ag](2DMF)} n (Huang et al., 1997) and { [Y(hmp) , have similar wave-like chains. { [Nd(dmf) (Huang et al., 1996) has solvent-coordinated rare-earth cations leading to an anionic chain with a trivalent repeat unit. For a review of polymeric Mo(W)/S/Ag(Cu) clusters, see: Niu et al. (2004) . For a review of the third-order non-linear optical properties of Mo(W)/S/Ag(Cu) clusters, see : Zhang, Song et al. (2007) .
Experimental
Crystal data [La(NO 3 One-dimensional Mo(W)/S/Ag anionic polymers have attracted much attention for their configurational isomerism (Niu et al., 2004) and unique properties as functional materials, such as third-order nonlinear optical (NLO) materials (Zhang, Song et al., 2007, and references therein) . Different solvent-coordinated rare-earth cations proved effective to obtain various configurations of anionic chains (Niu et al., 2004 and . Parts of dimethylamine groups from hmp ligands have large librations, which gives rise to some disordered C and N atoms. In possession of two nitrate ligands, the cation in the title compound is univalent ( Fig. 1) , which leads to an anionic chain with a univalent repeat unit, unlike other solvent-coordinated rare-earth cations (Niu et al., 2004, and (Huang et al., 1996) .
As illustrated in Fig. 2 , the anionic chain in the title compound has a distorted linear configuration with W-Ag-W and Ag-W-Ag angles of 165.94 (3) and 155.894 (14) °, unlike those in {(γ-MePyH) [WS 4 Ag]} n (Lang et al. 1993) and {[NH 3 C(CH 2 OH) 3 ][WS 4 Ag](2DMF)} n (Huang et al., 1997) , showing an ideal linear chain and a nearly linear chain, respectively. This fact suggests that cations with bigger bulk lead to more distorted anionic chains. , implying that different rare earth cations with the same coordination environments will result in the same anionic structures. N atoms. The occupancy for the disordered C and N atoms were all refined to be 0.5:0.5.
Figures Fig. 1 . The molecular structure of the cation in the title compound, with atom labels and 30% probability displacement ellipsoids. All H atoms have been omitted. catena-Poly [[tetrakis(hexamethylphosphoramide-κO) 
Crystal data [La(NO 3 32 restraints Extinction correction: none Primary atom site location: structure-invariant direct methods as those based on F, and R-factors based on ALL data will be even larger. 
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